








You don’t hear much from Universal these 
days, although in the early 80’s they are the 
software company that came out with the Mr. 
Do series (1982). But before that, there was 
Ladybug, a labyrinth computer maze game 
played almost like Pac-Man.  

In Ladybug, the graphics are cute and artsy. 
You guide an actual spotted ladybug through 
the labyrinth, gathering up X’s, letters, 
and avoiding poisonous food and pursuing 
insects. The key here is that the maze in 
Ladybug contains revolving doors so that the 
player, once he goes through, is in a different 
part of the labyrinth. The revolving doors are 
also there to confuse the enemy. You 

lose a life if you eat any poisonous 
food or run into an insect.  

When you collect the letters throughout the 
labyrinth, only certain letters can be garnered 
on each stage, meaning you must wait until 
later stages to pick up the rest. When all the 
letters are in in your procession, the player will 
have spelled “EXTRA”, meaning he (or she) 
can earn an extra life. The player can also spell 
the word “SPECIAL” to get a free game. But be 
careful! The letters change color as the stage 
progresses. All letters must be in the same color 
for the extra man or credit to be awarded. Also, 
once you pass through a revolving door, you 
can’t go back through. It’s one way only.  

Finally, the stages of Ladybug are played out in 
the form of vegetables, like Cucumber, Lettuce, 
Radish, Celery and Tomato. There are others, 
but I’d have to play myself to see what they are.  

See you next month, gamers! 





TUES APRIL 2 - House of TARG presents: BAD 
SPORTS (Texas Dirtnap Recs) + THE OFFERS (Ott 
Rock) - Making their long awaited return to the 
Nation’s Capital, Austin’s greatest modern rock 
band, BAD SPORTS are back to blown yer minds 
and steal yer hearts. PLUS!!! the White Wires DJ 
set!!! Ian & Luke spinning cool trax from open 
to close. Join us for this special Tuesday night 
show - doors@8pm!! ***EARLY START/EARLY 

FINISH****

WED APRIL 3 - House of TARG, STERN Army, 
Ottawa Punk Pinball and PBR present: MONTHLY 
PINBALL TOURNAMENT - win prizes and earn world 
pinball player ranking points - all ages and skill 
levels welcome!! Tournament starts at 8pm start - 
show up early to register/practice ***$1 OFF ANY 

ORDER OF OUR HANDMADE PEROGIES EVERY 

WEDNESDAY!!***

THUR APRIL 4 - House of TARG, nd Whitewater 
Brewing present: NOBRO (Mtl Indie DoomPop) + 
BLVE HILLS (Ottawa Psych-Grunge) + CUSTODIAN 
(Ott New Swears Spinoff group). We are excited to 
have NOBRO, a self-proclaimed power trio of punk, 
garage rock babes.. you may have seen them kill it 
at Oktoberfest 2018... if not, this is yer chance 

*** FEROCIOUS RAWK*** 

FRI APRIL 5 - House of TARG and Beaus All 
Natural present: 80’s DANCE PARTY w DJ REMI 
ROYALE + RAPTURE (Live Blondie & 80’s hits 
Tribute). Dance the night away to all your 80’s 
favourite tunes brought to you by our very own 
wizard and DJ REMI ROYALE!! Singalongs, 
lasers galore PLUS live tribute bands!! The 
most authentic 80’s experience in the universe 
***DANCE PARTY*** 

SAT APRIL 6 - House of TARG, Shade Nyx’s 
Theatre Macabre and Ashton Brewing present: 
BURLESQUE SHOW: Wet ‘N Wild April Showers 
Edition - Shade Nyx and her gang are back to tease 

and TITillate you with our annual April showers 
show. This is is going to be a WET ‘N WILD show 
with another WET T-SHIRT contest + Boylesque, 
Drag, Bellydance, spanking/massage booth & live 
music! ***ADULT CONTENT*** 

WED APRIL 10 - House of TARG, Wayne 
Eagles and Carleton University Music present: 
OUT THERE SOUNDS: Jazz Fusion Nite w/ 
JAMES ANDERSON (CD Release) + CARLETON 
UNIVERSITY FUSION ENSEMBLES. WAYNE EAGLES 
curates mind-blowing performers that push 
the boundaries of rock, blues & funk through 
the power of jazz harmony, improvisation 
& inspiration from OUT THERE! ***$1 OFF 

PEROGIES FROM 5PM TILL CLOSE*** 

THUR APR 11 - House of TARG, Possible 
Worlds, Ottawa Synths and Whitewater Brewing 
present: SWITCHED ON SYNTHS: Experimental 
Drone Edition featuring JOYFULTALK (Nova Scotia 
Electronic / Experimental) + PARAPHONIQUE 
(Gatineau Ambient/électro/kraut) + BLANK SUN 
(Ottawa Experimental Drone) - doors@8pm 
***SUPER SYNTH DRONE ACTION*** 

FRI APR 12 - House of TARG and Beaus All 
Natural present: B.A. JOHNSTON + THüNDERKOK 
(Ott Metal) + LEE REED (Hamilton Hip Hop) + 
DEATHSTICKS (Ottawa PowerSlop Noise). Glad 
to have B.A. back in his natural habitat… the 
arcade!!! Canada’s most prolifi c entertainer is 
back with a new 21 song sonic offering “THE SKID 
IS HOT TONITE”- hear the new hitz played live 
PLUS we will be showing episodes of his new BELL 
FIBE TV SHOW “HAM JAM” on the big screen. Meet 
you in the bathroom for B.A.’s customary closing 
number ***ITS YOUR FAVOURITE*** 

SAT APR 13 - House of TARG, Ottawa Punk 
Cover Nights and Ashton Brewing present: PUNK 
ROCK COVER NIGHT #17: THE MONKS (done 
by The Lindbergh Babies)+ DEAD KENNEDYS 

A GUIDE TO ALL THE CONCERTS TAKING PLACE AT 
HOUSE OF TARG THIS APRIL.

FIRE (Ottawa Rock) join us for a night of local live 
Hard Rock. - doors@8pm!! ***$1 OFF PEROGIES 

FROM 5PM TILL CLOSE!!*** 

THUR APR 25 - House of TARG and Whitewater 
Brewing present: MOTHERFUCKERS (Calgary Street 
Punk/Hardcore) + WHISKEY SHITS (MTL Punk) + 
THE LINDBERGH BABIES (Ottawa Punk Rock) + 
GOAT! (Ottawa Punk) - join us for a sweet night of 
Canadian punk action - doors@8pm!! ***EARLY 

START/EARLY FINISH*** 

FRI APR 26 - House of TARG and Beau’s All 
Natural present: TWISTED SISTA (Twisted Sister 
Tribute) + DJ DAVEY - they have the costumes and 
the musical chops to expertly pay tribute to one 
of the most iconic glam metal bands of all time. 
Prepare to rock out to 2 amazing sets of Hard Rock 
classics including all of the mega hits & rebellious 
anthems off of the multi platinum album STAY 
HUNGRY  ***SUPER FUN*** 

SAT APR 27 - House of TARG and Ashton 
Brewing present: 90’s PUNK ROCK COVER NIGHT 
#11 - LAGWAGON (done by The Suffering Booth, 
Sidelines) + RISE AGAINST (done by Radiodazed)+ 
GOB (done by Slingshot) + SAVES THE DAY (done 
by Old Escapes) - join us for a night of punk cover 
fundraising action featuring a wicked mix of local 
artists paying tribute to their favourite bands *** 

ONAMAN COLLECTIVE FUNDRAISER*** 

WED MAY 1 - House of TARG presents: 
BLOODSHOT BILL (Acoustic Show) w/sg BECKY 
LYNN BLANCA + more - a self described greasy 
Canadian that travels on his own, playin’ all over 
USA, Canada, Europe, Japan, Mexico, armed with 
a guitar in search of hillbilly fl ying saucers. Wild! 
***HIGHLY RECOMMENDED*** 

FREEPLAY - EVERY SUNDAY NITE NOW 
STARTING AT 8PM /19+ - House of TARG, 
Collective Arts Brewing present: TOUGHEN UP! 
w/DJ KJMaxx - Every Sunday night DJ KJMAXX & 
Guests, spinning 100% vinyl arcade jamz. Sleaze 
rock, Punk, Metal & retro electronic tunes to 
provide the soundtrack to your highscore pursuits. 
All pins & vids are set to FREEPLAY mode starting 
at 8pm for your unlimited arcade pleasure. 
***FREEPLAY***

(done by Wire Cuffs) + POISON IDEA (done by 
Asile, Tightlip, Dogma) - join us for a night 
of punk cover fundraising action featuring a 
wicked mix of local artists paying tribute to 
their favourite bands *** UNIS’TOT’EN CLAN 

FUNDRAISER*** 

WED APR 17 - House of TARG presents: TARG 
YEAR FIVE MEGA ARCADE PARTY! The Offi cial 
House of TARG 5th Annual Party featuring: 
Live performance by F8-BIT + Extra Games + 
New Perogies + Loot Bags + Cake + TARG 
Beer Launch + Friends ***FREE/ALL AGES 

WELCOME***

 
THUR APR 18 - House of TARG and 
Whitewater Brewing present: THE PRETZELS 
(MTL Noise Rock/Avant Punk) + THE FAPS 
(Saskatoon Noise Rock) + SLOW DAWN (Ottawa 
Psych) + ORGAN EYES (Ottawa psych-pop). 
Guaranteed wild. Highly recommended for the 
musically adventurous & enemies of the status 
quo  - doors@8pm!! ***GET WEIRD*** 

FRI APR 19 - House of TARG, Val Halla 
Holdings, Hellhammered Productions & Beaus 
present: TRAPPED UNDER ICE TOUR-OTTAWA 
featuring METALIAN (Mtl, True Metal) + BARROW 
WIGHT (Mordor Fantasy Metal Punk) + OCCULT 
BURIAL (Vanier Black Metal) + FREEWAYS 
(Brampton Budgie Worshiping Rockers) + 
CAUCHEMAR (Mtl Heavy/Doom Metal). A 
traveling Heavy Metal Circus in support of 
Temple of Mystery Records TRAPPED UNDER 
ICE compilation - featuring some of the best 
current Canadian heavy metal bands.***METAL 

MADNESS*** 

SAT APR 20 - House of TARG and Ashton 
Brewing present: 80’s DANCE PARTY: Bonus 
Edition w/ DJ Remi Royale + THE JOHN HUGHES 
ORCHESTRA performing Live 80’s New Wave 
classics by OMD, Simple Minds, The Thompson 
Twins & more... Join us for the most authentic 
80’s dance party in the universe. Dance the 
night away to all your 80’s favourite tunes 
brought to you by our very own wizard and DJ 
REMI ROYALE!! ***DANCE PARTY*** 

WED APR 24 - House of TARG and PBR 
present: EDJ (Ottawa Hard Rock) + TAMING 
SARI (Gatineau Hard Rock) + SEVEN DAYS OF 



TOKYO SEX WHALE
SELF-TITLED DEBUT
Last Drag Records
Recorded & Mixed at Yogi’s Meat Locker
Mastered at Bova Sound

In honour of TARG’s big fi fth anniversary, I thought we 
would stay very close to home this month and take 
a listen to the debut album by TOKYO SEX WHALE, 
featuring TARG’s favourite wizard YOGI on guitars and 
backup vocals, JULIA LOAN on bass and lead vocals, 
and JP SADEK holding it all together on the drums.

From the second you see the artwork by Ottawa legend 
DAVE AARDVARK, you know you are in for a real trip 
with this record. The instrumental opening track, The 
Whale sets the tone for what is a stoner rock favourite 
at MEOW! THAT’S HOT, and the album continues in the 
same vein with unison accents and hits, acrobatic 
stops and starts, and changes in overall feel from 
steady chug to short repeating guitar themes, frantic 
rock to quiet interlude, all propelled by Sadek’s 
steady beat (I think this band is when I started really 
noticing JP’s playing, check out his doom rock outfi t 
LOVIATAR).

The vocals are heavily affected, but it works perfectly 
with the tight mix of the album, and range from 
quiet, simple melodic lines form Julia to full on 

scream-alongs with the whole trio kicking in. 
The playing from all three is stellar, and for 
my money this is one of the best power trios 
ever out of Ottawa. I hear echoes of BLACK 
SABBATH, QUEENS OF THE STONE AGE, PJ 
HARVEY, and maybe even a little RUSH in the 
music, although these guys are true originals.

They released a second full length, with 
Canrock royalty producer IAN BLURTON, titled 
“Slammed”, on Bandcamp in 2010 and sadly 
disbanded in 2011. There was a recent reunion 
show in January 2017 for Yogi’s birthday party 
right here at TARG in January 2017, so we can 
all hold out hope for more appearances in the 
future.

This record shouldn’t be crazy hard to fi nd 
around town, and if you see one you should 
grab hold of it and own a piece of Ottawa rock 
history. If you can’t wait and want a listen, 
stop by MTH and we will gladly listen to it all 
night long.

Larry is one of the owners of Meow! 
That’s Hot Kitchen + Bar at 519 Bank 
St., where they feature local products 
and spin Canadian vinyl all day, every 
day. He also performs bass duties with 
local hardcore heroes Slim and Popular, 

and rockers Thunderuncle.

WELCOME TO THE 
SECRET WORLD OF MY 

TOY COLLECTION!



WHAT JOBS AND EXPERIENCES 
HAVE LED TO YOUR PRESENT 
POSITION(S)? 
For me personally, I feel like the infl uences 
from my family have really pushed me 
toward the job I have today. My Mom 
was always involved in punk/alternative/
whatever you wanna call it culture so I 
was exposed to a lot of alternative music 
growing up, and when I was a bit older my 
Mom would take me to pretty much any 
show I could fi nd (everything from a small 
all ages show in Deckuf to playlist live, a 
convention for meeting youtubers. 

Those conventions gave me some of my 
fondest but also weirdest memories) 

WHAT DOES A TYPICAL WORK DAY 
ENTAIL FOR YOU?
Never-ending to-do lists! Just kidding (kind 
of). I work on a lot of stuff involving social 
media, be that graphic design, drafting 
posts, creating events etc. As well, I usually 
have some kind of project going on that 
I’m working on (right now it’s our next fl ea 
market set for April 6!) along with some of 
the standard clerical stuff, fi ling, printing 
stuff, following up with people.

TELL US ABOUT A PROJECT OR 
ACCOMPLISHMENT THAT YOU 
CONSIDER TO BE SIGNIFICANT IN 
YOUR CAREER. 

ABOUT THE INTERVIEWER:
Sheila is a TARG Perogi Wizard alumni 
& is involved in the local music scene 
as a promoter & aspiring sound tech.

This might be a pretty corny answer, but 
putting on a record release show for my 
pals (shoutout to Castlefi eld)! I had known 
them since the start of the band and 
watching them grow and develop over time 
to the point where they were putting out 
an EP on vinyl through a label was super 
special, and being able to book and run 
their release show was something I was 
super stoked to do, and will always look 
back on as an awesome memory of feeling 
like I was really making progress in my 
career. As a bonus answer, watching The 
Wonder Years played a sold-out show we 
put on. That really gave me the inspiration 
and drive to get through some tough stuff 
that at the time I didn’t know I’d be dealing 
with in the coming months. 

WHAT DO YOU LIKE MOST ABOUT 
WORKING IN YOUR INDUSTRY? 
Being involved in all the things that I used 
to dream about growing up. It may have 
made me a little jaded, but I still fi nd joy in 
the little things at work whenever I can.

HOW DO YOU BEST SEEK OUT 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR NEW 
PROJECTS?
The most important thing is to be fl exible 
and ready to adapt. I’ve had some amazing 
opportunities and gained great connections 
through not only being in the right place 
at the right time, but being helpful and 
adapting to do whatever was needed at the 
time. Furthermore, being involved with your 
community (be it online or offl ine, music or 
visual arts etc.) has always presented some 
awesome opportunities for new projects 
and collaborations.

HOW DO YOU KEEP UP WITH THE 

LATEST NEWS IN YOUR LINE OF 
WORK?
In terms of the going ons of bands and 
the scene and such, honestly places like 
Pitchfork, Alt Press, Noisey and so on. More 
gossip-y type info or “breaking news” I 
usually hear about on Twitter, or through one 
of my more social media savvy friends.. 

WHAT WOULD YOU TELL SOMEONE 
ABOUT TO START A CAREER IN YOUR 
FIELD?
Nothing will ever go as planned, for better 
or worse. I have really intense anxiety and 
that results in me being super high strung 
sometimes, and I have a habit of freaking 
out or panicking and blaming myself when 
things aren’t going right, but I’ve had to 
learn that things will never go according 
to plan, and It’s sort of the nature of the 
business. All you can do is be prepared 
and do your best. As well, leaning on 
those around you is critical, be it friends, 
signifi cant others or family. My Mom and 
Andrew are two people who keep me sane 
and grounded when it seems like life is out 
of control.

WHERE CAN WE FIND YOU ONLINE?
@posingholy on Instagram 
@dadhattess on Twitter
@spectrasonic for my formal sounding posts 
about upcoming shows



NUDE ON THE MOON - A CLASSIC 
OTTAWA PREMIERE THE WEEK OF 
APRIL 12TH! 

An American Film Genre 
Archive restoration, fresh off 
its premiere at New York City’s 
Museum of Modern Art!

Formed about ten years ago, AGFA is a 
non-profi t located in Austin, Texas, run 
by the pinnacle of behind-the-scenes 
cinematic geek heroes. AGFA exists for the 
noble cause of preserving the legacy of the 
rarest and most bizarre of movies through 
collection, conservation, and distribution. 
They have promised to never rest until their 
rescued stable of forgotten movie gems 
rule the world.

We’ve screened 
a number of 
selections 
from our AGFA friends over the years, ranging from: the sex and 
violence extravaganza Hard Ticket to Hawaii, the cornerstone 
cult horror masterpiece Phantasm, the Disney-esque gone 
wrong insanity of Roar, or the awesome Stray Cat Rock series of 
Japanese biker-girl movies.

Nude on the Moon is a nearly 50 year old, rarely seen piece 

A TRULY DIFFERENT ADVENTURE TO 
TAKE YOU OUT OF THIS WORLD! 

of cinema trash treasure representing a perfectly weird bit of American pop culture history. 
The second feature from exploitation legend Doris Wishman is less an actual comprehensible 
movie, and something more along the lines of a catalog of bonkers kitsch hallucinations. The 
movie has been hailed as being enjoyably stupid to the point of breathtaking. Plus, it is also 
one of the most marvellous examples the long-extinct from movie theatres ‘nudie-cutie’ genre.

The plot - A chiseled crew-cut hunk named Jeff logically uses a $3 million inheritance to 
venture into outer space! Along with his pal, The Professor, they blast-off in a rocketship 
(which is quite obviously a little toy model), and land on the moon in another rocketship (for 
some reason, a completely different little toy model). Costumed in red and green pajama style 
uniforms that make them look like low-rent comic book superheroes, the pair exit the ship to 
discover a scientifi cally accurate Miami-like tropical paradise. 

Fret not, as promised in the title of the fi lm, they do indeed discover a moon people nudist 
camp. Another example of one of the inexplicable oddities is when our adventurers don’t seem 
to notice that the Queen of the Moon is a dead ringer for Jeff’s secretary back home on Earth. 
With quality cinematic make-up design no better than a kids self-made Halloween costume, 
the residents of the moon can be identifi ed as aliens thanks to pipe-cleaner antennas on their 
heads. 

Don’t miss the latest long lost treasure unearthed by the AGFA cinema 
archaeologists to grace our screen - Nude on the Moon makes its decades 
overdue Ottawa Premiere the week of April 12th!

Visit www.mayfairtheatre.ca for more information and 
showtimes. 



HEYA SLO’: It`s me! Your #1 fan, 
Chipnut! You’re one tough amigo 
to get a hold of! I left a million 
messages with your mom but I 
guess you didn’t get them. I saw you 
down on Rideau St. one time but 
you were running pretty fast and I 
couldn’t catch up.  Anyway, I wanted 
to ask you about the mascots on 
my favourite brands of chips. My 
favourite is Chester the Cheetah 
(he’s dangerously cool!). I really 
like Humpty Dumpty and the three 
Hostess “Munchies”. But what’s with 
Old Dutch? A windmill???  What’s 
a windmill got to do with delicious, 
crunchy potato chips? As much as I 
love a fresh bag of Old Dutch Thick 
Cut, that windmill bugs me! What do 
you think, Tom? Signed - Your #1 fan, 
Chipnut! 

DEAR CHIPNUT: Stop stalking me. 
I mean it. Don’t call my mother’s 
house anymore (I haven’t lived there 
in, like, six months!). And yes, I saw 
you that day on Rideau St…. That’s 
WHY I was running!!!  Goodbye, 
Chipnut.

HEY SLO’ TOM: This is my fi rst visit 
to Canada. Before my visit, I didn’t 
know very much about Canada except 
that I knew Quebec was trying to 
separate, and that there were clashes 
between the French and English. 
I was expecting to see Canadian 
soldiers in the streets and Quebec 
anarchists rioting on Parliament Hill! 
You can imagine my surprise (and 
relief!) when I heard your politicians 
civilly debating in both languages 
and there was nary a mailbox bomb 
in sight! During my visit to House of 
TARG I heard people speaking French, 
people speaking English, everyone 

DEAR SLO’ TOM: My new girlfriend is 
awesome: she’s funny and smart and 
pretty and seems to really like me! 
Great, huh? So what the problem? 
Well, last weekend was the fi rst time 
we started to get “intimate”.  When I 
saw her ‘tramp stamp’ (one of those 
tattoos that girls sometimes get on 
their lower back) I freaked out.  Don’t 
get me wrong...  I like tattoos, and 
I was ready for a butterfl y or some 
roses... but it was the Misfi ts `Fiend` 
logo! You know, that skull face guy? 
He was looking right up at me! I 
freaked out and before I knew it I was 
thinking about Danzig and butterball 
turkeys and... well, let’s just say I 
lost my concentration (if you know 
what I mean). What should I do, Slo’? 
I really like this girl, but who gets a 
tattoo like that in a place like that? 
Please help – signed, LAST CARESS

HEY LASTCARESS: Boy, this is 
a tough one. I can certainly 
understand how such an unexpected 
sight could be somewhat “off-
putting” at a crucial moment. 
However, since you like this girl you 
really only have two options - you 
can either get used to it, or avoid 
seeing it. Perhaps asking her about 
it might make you more comfortable. 
There’s gotta be a good story about 
how she ended up with that tattoo. 
Best of luck, LAST CARESS

getting along, and not a single fi st 
fi ght!   What’s going on?  What 
happened to Quebec hating English 
Canada, and English Canada hating 
Quebec? Please explain.  Thanks – 
PUZZLEDfromPotsdam

DEAR PUZZLEDFROMPOTSDAM: Here 
at House of TARG we spend all our 
time and energy LOVING! We love 
perogies, pinball and punk rock...  
we have no time for hatred! But 
make no mistake:  outside House of 
Targ the French / English divide is 
still very much alive. However, over 
the years our hatred has mellowed a 
bit and now we just sort of tolerate 
one another. The root of the problem 
is that English Canada envies 
Quebec’s laid back “joi de vivre” 
attitude about...  well, about pretty 
much everything! While English 
Canadians fret about constitutional 
amendments and mortgage rates, 
Quebeckers are opening another 
bottle of Beaujolais and getting 
ready to go rollerblading. It drives 
the English crazy! While the rest of 
Canada is freaking out about the oil 
sands or wondering what the hell 
SNC Lavalin is, Quebeckers just roll 
their eyes and mutter “c’est la vie”. 
Meanwhile Quebeckers think the 
“blockheads” (that’s what they call 
the English) are a bunch of prudish, 
culturally deprived British wannabes 
who spend so much time worrying 
about  property taxes that they never 
get laid. And they are right.

Herein lies the secret to the true 
strength of Canada! The English 
NEED the French to remind them 
to live a little. The French NEED 
the rest of Canada to remind them 
that it’s a good idea to cut some 
fi rewood before winter comes. It’s 
a match made in heaven!  I hope 
this explains 500 years of Canadian 
history, PUZZLEDfromPotsdam .






